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The most important benefit of actively engaged in group is that there are many benefits which can be derived from it. Feeling
proud because is engaged in something which will enhance their knowledge and save them time in terms of studying for exam or
writing essays. The most important benefit of actively engaged in group is that there are many benefits which can be derived
from it. Feeling proud because is engaged in something which will enhance their knowledge and save them time in terms of
studying for exam or writing essays. To not feel bored, society always try to find activities that can be done together with his
friends. Like having fun by watching movie at cinema, socializing on some restaurants or simply, chatting on the internet
through social media platform like facebook or twitter. Or something new that use technology gadget like play games, chat with
friends through whatsapp, etc. These are some example to ease boredom. The biggest advantages of having family are the love
shared between family members.
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